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Wyatt and Adams’ book is a collection of stories

written by different authors that have kindled my

interest in autoethnography. After going through this

book and reading further about this qualitative

methodology, I believe autoethnography is invaluable

to our practice as counsellors and psychotherapists as

well as to our research. As Ellis (2013, p.10) states:

. . . autoethnography is not simply a way of

knowing about the world; it has become a way of

being in the world, one that requires living

consciously, emotionally, reflexively. . .

This is in tune with the core values of the

counselling profession, significant for both the

personal and professional lives of practitioners.

Giving meaning to one’s experience may often be

therapeutic. As the stories in ‘On (Writing)

Families’ demonstrate, autoethnography helps its

authors to find meaning through exposing their

vulnerabilities, inner feelings and struggles to the

world. This may also benefit the profession and the

wider public as the stories in this collection can

illuminate our therapeutic work with clients going

through similar personal and cultural lived

experiences.

A particular pleasure of autoethnography is that

time is not depicted as a linear procession of past,

present and future: ‘it becomes a dance without

boundaries’ (Custer, 2014, p.2). These authors write

about culturally sensitive subjects, experiences that

have an unspoken quality about them. ‘On

(Writing) Families’ is not only a book about living

families; rather, it invites the reader to accompany

the authors as they recount overt and hidden

experiences. The stories of vulnerability and loss

were especially emotive and poignant. As a

professional, I recalled times where I had to work

gently with clients’ defenses, as they struggled to

allow me to enter those hidden spaces with them.

As Ellis (2013, p.10) states:

Autoethnography requires. . . asking over and over

if we have penetrated as many layers of our own

defenses, fears, and insecurities as our project

requires.

‘On gratitude, for my father’, written by Gingrich-

Philbrook, portrays the reality of a son’s childhood

experience of cruelty, bullying and hatred. It paints

the shame, pain and anger some children carry into

adulthood. ‘After it passed the Webber’s the jeep

started to pick up dust again an’ then’, writes Mather

in ‘Fatherly Love’, ‘as it went down hill, it was like it

was sinking into the earth until all we could see was

the dust’. The dust may have signified the death of

the relationship between father and son. Boylorn’s

story contrasts his idea of a good father – protective,

present, deeply caring – with the reality of his pain of

fatherlessness and feeling/being an afterthought.

Mark Freeman, in contrast, portrays the love,

compassion, care and kindness in his relationship

with his mother who has dementia. We begin to

notice, as readers, the appreciation of togetherness

and time as both mother and son transform absence

into a profound presence, ‘Finding mother, ever

again’. Freeman does not simply record the impact of

having a mother with dementia; he invites the reader

to unvisited places of hope, love and presence in

dementia.

On (Writing) Families can also be used in

counselling supervision as well as in teaching research

methodology to trainee counsellors and

psychotherapists. As a qualitative methodology,

autoethnography offers insight into the lived

experience that often eludes traditional interviews

with research participants. Wright’s poetic story, for

example, highlights issues of social class, gender, loss,

travelling and living in different places. Douglas’s

‘Going home’ is immersed in sports culture and brings

into awareness the nature of the performance

narrative through accessing moments of struggle and

exhaustion: ‘tears welled, vision clouded I want to go

home.(p.104)

Notwithstanding all the above, these stories made

me reflect on the motivations of the authors in

exposing their vulnerabilities. I wonder whether

there are two stages in autoethnography? First

writing in privacy in an intimate space with oneself

before then exposing oneself to the ‘other’ (the
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world). Does this process reflect a sense of allowing

‘the other’ (the reader) to get close and intimate

but only from a distance? Where is the concern

that such intimacy might trigger distressing

emotions in readers? Is the reader being kept in

mind when writing autoethnographically, or does

he/she remain invisible and unreal to the writer?

The readers of ‘On (Writing) Families’ will have to

decide for themselves.

The ethical questions and concerns directed at

autoethnography are addressed directly by the

authors in this collection, who write about seeking

the prior consent from family members. Indeed,

Tolich (2010, p.1599) stated that he is ‘curious about

how the rights of the “other” in autoethnography are

weighted against the interests of the self when the

starting point of the research is one’s own sociological

imagination and is likely to involve others’. ‘On

(Writing) Families’ is evidence of the validity, rigour

and depth by which an autoethnography can be

written, and the relevant and original contributions it

can offer to knowledge.
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